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Introduction

Welcome to Chess Psychology: The Will to Win! – a comprehensive chess book designed to give you the tools you need to succeed in chess. This book is intended for
beginner and intermediate chess players and covers a diverse range of topics
while emphasizing the role of effective psychology in chess. Many players overestimate the importance of factors like how old you are, how long you have been
playing, your current rating, your choice of openings, how many positions you can
memorize, and the sheer number of games you can browse in 20 minutes. The
real truth to improvement in chess is very simple – identify your long-term objectives and put together a short-term set of goals that will help you consistently get
better.
The purpose of this book is not to destroy your current style of play and start
building your game again from scratch. This book is designed to help you – the beginner or intermediate chess player – organize and evaluate a customized plan for
rapid short-term and sustainable long-term improvement.
Chess Psychology: The Will to Win! will teach you to re-evaluate your approach
to improvement in chess. With a resounding emphasis on deep understanding
over shallow memorization, you will begin to see the big picture on getting better
at chess through the eyes of an experienced master. Chess Psychology: The Will to
Win! will teach you how to play aggressive chess from the very first move, never to
stop making threats and actively searching for counterplay. After reading this
book, your opponents will never have an ‘easy game’ against you for the rest of
your life!
You will learn about the importance of aggressive psychology combined with
resilient and stubborn defence. You will learn how to prepare for competitive
chess tournaments and how to maximize your focus to achieve your best possible
results.
This book will elevate your chess game by applying crucial elements of chess psy7
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chology to all phases of the game: opening, middlegame, endgame, tactical, and
positional – and is guaranteed to take you to a higher level.
William Stewart,
Atlanta, Georgia,
May 2013
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Narrow Your Focus
Taking the time to contemplate your approach to chess improvement can save
you a lot of time and energy by focusing on what will really help you get better.
This maxim applies even more to the topic of designing an opening repertoire, as
you want to put together a narrow game plan that is focused on results. The beginner chess player really only needs to have three basic opening systems on hand:
what to play as White, what to play as Black against e4, and what to play as Black
against d4. If you can decide on three systems and maintain the discipline to focus
exclusively on them, your results are going to skyrocket. And remember, you don’t
want to work on memorizing the moves – you want to understand the reasons behind the moves.
Organize a Game-plan
For most beginner chess players, it’s going to be very difficult to identify three basic opening schemes that are interconnected with respect to basic concepts and
fundamental strategies. Luckily for you, I’ve decided to make your path to chess
excellence that much easier by designing a comprehensive opening repertoire
that is very solid and easy to learn.
We will now examine three opening systems that overlap in ideology:
1) The Stonewall Attack;
2) The French Defence; and
3) The Slav Defence (Schallopp Variation).
The underlying principles of these openings are very similar: the minor pieces
will control the central squares that your solid pawn formation does not cover.
Whether you choose to follow my suggested opening repertoire or design your
own – keep in mind that a focused approach will yield the best results.

Stonewall Attack – Sac to Attack
The Stonewall Attack is a powerful opening system by White that puts immediate
and consistent pressure on Black by controlling the centre. In Part One, we will
examine a classic Stonewall structure and plan.
1 d4 d5 2 e3 Ìf6 3 Íd3 c6 4 f4
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W________W
árhb1kgW4]
à0pDW0p0p]
ßWDpDWhWD]
ÞDWDpDWDW]
ÝWDW)W)WD]
ÜDWDB)WDW]
ÛP)PDWDP)]
Ú$NGQIWHR]
WÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈW
Position after 4 f4
White plays an early f4 to clamp down in the centre and prevent Black from
liberating his position with ...e5.
4...Ìbd7 5 Ìd2 e6 6 Ìgf3 Íd6

W________W
árDb1kDW4]
à0pDnDp0p]
ßWDpgphWD]
ÞDWDpDWDW]
ÝWDW)W)WD]
ÜDWDB)NDW]
ÛP)PHWDP)]
Ú$WGQIWDR]
WÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈW
Position after 6...Íd6
With his pawns, White has established strong control of the dark squares in the
33
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centre. With his pieces, White aims to control the light squares and prevent Black
from establishing a stronghold with ...Ìe4.
7 0-0 0-0 8 Ìe5 c5 9 c3 b6

W________W
árDb1W4kD]
à0WDnDp0p]
ßW0WgphWD]
ÞDW0pHWDW]
ÝWDW)W)WD]
ÜDW)B)WDW]
ÛP)WHWDP)]
Ú$WGQDRIW]
WÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈW
Position after 9...b6
White maintains a very strong grip on the centre and would likely respond to
...cxd4 by Black with exd4 – opening up the e-file for White and keeping a fluid,
coordinated pawn structure. White should continue trying to keep Black from
playing ...Ìe4 which would greatly congest White’s position. Also, White should
aim for a direct kingside attack by lifting his queen in the future to f3, g4, or h5.
White can also employ a common rook manoeuvre in this type of position, lifting
the rook to f3, where it can participate in the attack via g3 or h3 as well.
10 Ëf3 Íb7 11 g4 a5 12 g5 Ìe8
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W________W
árDW1n4kD]
àDbDnDp0p]
ßW0WgpDWD]
Þ0W0pHW)W]
ÝWDW)W)WD]
ÜDW)B)QDW]
ÛP)WHWDW)]
Ú$WGWDRIW]
WÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈW
Position after 12...Ìe8
This is a very promising position for White. He has kept Black’s knight out of e4
and the centre is closed. Black’s counterplay on the queenside is too slow. White is
now lining up a kill-shot against Black’s weakest point.
13 Íxh7+!

W________W
árDW1n4kD]
àDbDnDp0B]
ßW0WgpDWD]
Þ0W0pHW)W]
ÝWDW)W)WD]
ÜDW)W)QDW]
ÛP)WHWDW)]
Ú$WGWDRIW]
WÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈW
Position after 13 Íxh7+
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13...Êxh7 14 Ëh5+ Êg8 15 Îf3!

W________W
árDW1n4kD]
àDbDnDp0W]
ßW0WgpDWD]
Þ0W0pHW)Q]
ÝWDW)W)WD]
ÜDW)W)RDW]
ÛP)WHWDW)]
Ú$WGWDWIW]
WÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈW
Position after 15 Îf3!
White prepares a decisive breakthrough on the h-file by lifting the rook from
f1-f3-h3.
15...g6 16 Ëh6 Ìg7 17 Îh3 Ìh5

W________W
árDW1W4kD]
àDbDnDpDW]
ßW0WgpDp!]
Þ0W0pHW)n]
ÝWDW)W)WD]
ÜDW)W)WDR]
ÛP)WHWDW)]
Ú$WGWDWIW]
WÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈW
Position after 17...Ìh5
It appears that Black has succeeded in stopping White’s attack. However, be36
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cause White controls more space in the centre, and the centre is completely closed
– Black’s extra material is unable to help out his lonely king. White crashes
through before Black can consolidate.
18 Îxh5! gxh5 19 g6

W________W
árDW1W4kD]
àDbDnDpDW]
ßW0WgpDP!]
Þ0W0pHWDp]
ÝWDW)W)WD]
ÜDW)W)WDW]
ÛP)WHWDW)]
Ú$WGWDWIW]
WÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈW
Position after 19 g6
19...fxg6 20 Ëxg6+ Êh8 21 Ëxh5+ Êg7 22 Ëg6+ Êh8 23 Ëh6+

W________W
árDW1W4Wi]
àDbDnDWDW]
ßW0WgpDW!]
Þ0W0pHWDW]
ÝWDW)W)WD]
ÜDW)W)WDW]
ÛP)WHWDW)]
Ú$WGWDWIW]
WÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈW
Position after 23 Ëh6+
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White picks off as many pawns around Black’s king as possible before cashing
out his attack for Black’s d7-knight.
23...Êg8 24 Ëxe6+ Êg7 25 Ìxd7

W________W
árDW1W4WD]
àDbDNDWiW]
ßW0WgQDWD]
Þ0W0pDWDW]
ÝWDW)W)WD]
ÜDW)W)WDW]
ÛP)WHWDW)]
Ú$WGWDWIW]
WÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈW
Position after 25 Ìxd7
White has emerged from the complications with a winning material advantage – a knight and three pawns for a rook. White’s king is also very safe while
Black’s king will experience problems for some time to come.
If Black plays 25...Íc8, White can simply respond 26 Ìxf8 Íxe6 27 Ìxe6+ –
winning back the queen.

Basic Principles in the Stonewall Attack
1) Control the Centre
Quickly establish a bind on the dark squares with d4, e3 and f4 – creating an excellent outpost on e5.
2) Develop Your Pieces Actively
Compensate for the natural light-square weakness by deploying your pieces accurately – Íd3, Ìd2, Ìf3, Ìe5, etc.
3) Get Your King Safe!
Castling is not a defensive move; it is a necessary step to guard your king before
starting the attack.
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